
Product Manual and User Guide

For Professional Use Only - FDA Variance Required in the United States


X-Laser strongly recommends keeping this manual with your laser projector at all times as a
field reference.




Review the safety and legal notices in this manual carefully 
before use.


If you have any questions about any of the content of this manual 
or the safe operation of your new laser projector, please do not 

hesitate to contact your dealer or X-Laser directly. 
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ensure that it was not damaged in shipping, which can happen with sensitive optical 
components.


Your new X-Laser projector is capable of producing absolutely stunning aerial laser effects over 
audiences in nearly any performance application with the convenience and flexibility of DMX 
control. With the power of X-Laser fixtures also comes a responsibility for safety so we strongly 
encourage you to read and follow all of the notices throughout this manual. 


Please note that this User Guide is NOT exhaustive. For clients in the United States, Federal 
law requires that you use your X-Laser equipment only in compliance with the terms of your 
FDA variance. We also recommend that all of our clients, especially those who may be new to 
high powered laser, seek advice and further training from experienced laserists and laser safety 
officers.  Light shows of any kind are always at their best when the designer understands the 
strengths and weakness of the medium and the equipment.  This is especially true for laser, as 
the value of experience and training cannot be overstated when it comes to safely crafting the 
best possible laser display. If you have any questions about proper use of your laser system, 
laser safety, troubleshooting or anything else, visit us on the web 24/7 at www.x-laser.com so 
that we can best assist you!


A note on Mercury-equipped projectors

Our laser control system, Mercury, was designed from the ground up specifically for use with 
modern production grade stage lighting control. There are sometimes substantial differences in 
the ways these control systems present the features of the Mercury system. To help you get 
started, we have created a series of video tutorials to show you all the basics of the system to 
help you get up and running on a wide range of different platforms. Often these videos are the 
fastest way to learn how to work with Mercury and we encourage you to check them out.


Please check these videos out on our website at


www.x-laser.com/mercury-tutorials 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Product Labeling 
Several labels are a6ached to your laser system.  Each of these labels is required for compliance with US 
Federal RegulaAon and internaAonal standards.  If at any point any label becomes illegible, contact X-
Laser for a replacement. 

Black- or White- Pa6ern CerAficaAon Label, usually located on the top of the laser. Contains important 
cerAficaAon, serializaAon, and safety informaAon. 

Laser Aperture Label, located adjacent to the laser aperture. 

CauAon--use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other than those 
specified herein may result in hazardous radiaAon exposure 
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Safety NoAces 
Failure to follow the above precauAons and other precauAons contained in this user manual, parAcularly 
with regard to human exposure to laser radiaAon and electrical safety, may result in serious injury, loss of 
vision, electric shock, skin damage, and death. Please refer to the secAon on safe laser projector usage 
later in this manual for more detailed operaAon guidelines. Always be mindful that Class 3B and 4 lasers 
shoot potenAally hazardous radiaAon at the speed of light. They should be handled and operated with 
care and cauAon. 

1. This equipment should only be set up and operated by qualified personnel and under the supervision of a 
qualified Laser Safety Officer. 

2. Do not expose the human eye directly or indirectly to focused or sca6ered laser radiaAon as loss of vision, 
complete blindness, and/or other serious injuries may result. Lasers are capable of starAng fires at great 
distances. Do not use around flammable materials. 

3. This fixture is NOT intended for audience scanning effects. Operators must ensure that the primary laser 
beam and any reflected beams remain in designated safe areas only. Please refer to the terms of your 
specific FDA variance for verAcal and lateral separaAon requirements. In most cases, to prevent human 
access to the laser beam all beams are required to pass no closer than 3m (10].) above any surface upon 
which someone can stand.  

4. Always ensure that the fixture is mounted securely to prevent accidental beam shi]s. 

5. Always ensure that the main power supply is properly grounded before use. Do not use an ungrounded 
power cable with this fixture.  

6. Always provide both a primary and backup means of instantly terminaAng laser emissions.  

7. Always test your means of terminaAon before every performance. 

8. DO NOT USE this fixture if you suspect that it contains a defect of any kind due to manufacturing, damage, 
general wear or if the fixture has a broken manufacturer’s seal. Return the fixture to the factory for service 
and/or maintenance immediately. 

9. DO NOT EVER allow lasers to enter airspace or hit aircra]. 

10. This unit should never be le] una6ended while operaAonal and should always be disconnected from both 
signal and power while being transported, rigged, de-rigged, cleaned, or when a qualified operator is not 
present. We also recommend removing the key from your etherStop pendant to prevent unwanted 
acAvaAon by untrained users. 

11. Do not stand in front of the laser while acAve. All persons should wear protecAve eyewear while rigging, 
maintaining, or otherwise working with the laser. 

12. There are NO user serviceable parts inside of the fixture. Opening the outer casing may result in radiaAon 
exposure. Any modificaAons to the fixture are prohibited, may be dangerous, and require recerAficaAon 
by the manufacturer to maintain compliance with US Federal regulaAons.  

13. Service operaAons other than those described in this manual must be carried out only by a qualified 
technician in accordance with manufacturer’s specified procedures.   
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Legal NoAce 
1. Before using this product, it is the responsibility of the user to be familiar with all Federal and 

State reporAng and usage requirements for high powered laser demonstraAon equipment. Laws 
vary by state. Refer to the included user USB drive for more informaAon.  

2. In the United States, federal law requires that this product be operated by an FDA
variance holder or an authorized and adequately trained employee under the
supervision of an FDA variance holder.  In all cases, this product should only be
operated by qualified personnel and should be kept inaccessible to unauthorized
persons before, during, and after use. Keep away from minors.

3. The labels and emission indicator on this product are required for compliance with US Federal 
law and internaAonal standards and must be kept on the unit, visible, and in legible condiAon at 
all Ames.  Do remove any labels and do not cover the emission indicator or laser aperture label 
under any circumstances.  If any labels become damaged, contact X-Laser for replacement. 

4. This product must be cerAfied by the manufacturer to comply with US Federal requirements for 
laser demonstraAon equipment a]er manufacturing, modificaAon, or alteraAon.  The use of 
laser demonstraAon equipment that has not been recerAfied by the manufacture a]er any 
alteraAon or modificaAon is a violaAon of US Federal RegulaAons. 

5. To maintain compliance with US Federal requirements, this product must only be operated and 
serviced in accordance with the manufacturer’s specified procedures, including the procedures 
described in this manual. 

Failure to comply with federal, state, or other applicable laws, codes, and/or standards of pracAce 
when using this product may cause serious and permanent injury and may result in civil or criminal 
penalAes including fines and jail Ame.  Such failures to comply may be grounds for cancellaAon of 
liability or other insurance policies and increase the liability exposure of the user. 

Unpacking Your Laser Projector 
Your new X-Laser Skywriter HPX MF-20 laser projector box should contain the following items: 

1. X-Laser Skywriter HPX MF-20 laser projector 

2. A grounded PowerCon True1 cable 

3. Laser projector key 

4. etherStop terminator 

5. “Black wrap” beam blocking foil 

6. A USB key containing this manual, le6ers, forms, and a wealth of other informaAon about this 
product and laser safety in general 
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Projector Layout and FuncAons 
Please note that the exact layout on the back panel of your projector may not be an exact 
match to this diagram. 

1. etherStop indicators 

2. etherStop ports 

3. Mercury interface 

4. Key Switch 

5. Power switch 

6. Fuse holder 

7. PowerCON True1 inlet 

8. FB4 interface (seen below; located on the right-side panel of the projector when facing the rear) 
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Mercury Interface layout and funcAons 

 

1. LCD Screen 

2. USB Port for firmware and content updates 

3. Signal status indicators 

4. Laser emission indicator 

5. Keypad 

 

DirecAonal bu6ons 

                             

Back bu6on              Enter bu6on 

                            

Menu bu6on             Laser bu6on 
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Power VariaAons 
Laser systems o]en exhibit minor variaAons in power level between units, especially between systems of 
different ages.  X-Laser systems are built to match from unit to unit within a small tolerance that is 
usually not noAceable.  VariaAons within that tolerance are not considered a defect, even if they may be 
noAceable in certain applicaAons.  Contact X-Laser before purchasing if you require more closely 
matched systems. 

General Guidelines for Safe Laser Use 
This product is a powerful laser device intended to be operated by professionals. The major concern with 
professional laser systems is to avoid human contact with the laser beam and to create a safe area where 
patrons and staff can enjoy your light show. Please observe the following guidelines when using your X-
Laser product: 

Safe Zoning 
Laser effects should only be projected in areas away from people and flammable materials and free of 
surfaces that may reflect laser beams towards people.  People should be prevented from entering those 
projecAon zones at all Ames.  If at any point a person enters the projecAon zone or for any reason any 
laser leaves the projecAon zone the laser display should be immediate terminated. 

Prevent Mishaps 
As a laser light show operator you have a responsibility to reasonably foresee circumstances where 
condiAons could present a safety risk to people. This means that you must make sure all laser units are 
properly aimed via your show programming and securely mounted to prevent shi]ing during operaAon, 
physically blocked to prevent radiaAon spill or reflecAon into safe areas, and securely mounted. To 
ensure that these condiAons are met properly, trained employees should be the only ones rigging or 
operaAng X-Laser products.  

Means of TerminaAon 
Always provide primary and backup means of terminaAng the laser output in case of emergency.  For 
example, DMX control as well as a remote etherStop pendant for the Skywriter HPX series.  Always test 
both primary and backup means of terminaAon before every performance. 

Warning: DMX distribuAon or network control equipment that implements a “last look hold” feature is 
not a reliable means of terminaAon.  Such equipment may conAnue to provide a control signal that 
causes laser emission a]er a terminaAon command from or even the total failure of the main control 
system. 

Service and Maintenance 
Because there are no user serviceable parts inside of this product, the outer case should never be 
opened by the user. To ensure proper safe operaAon in demonstraAons and performances, immediately 
disconAnue use of this product if you noAce or suspect that any part of the laser is not funcAoning 
properly. A]er any repair, service, or modificaAon, this product must be cerAfied by the manufacturer to 
comply with US Federal requirements for laser demonstraAon equipment. In case of any malfuncAon, 
contact X-Laser or your dealer for an RMA number and we will repair the unit to bring it back into 
working operaAon and US Federal compliance. 
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Training and QualificaAon 
In the United States, Class 3B and 4 laser products may only be used by a person or employees of an 
organizaAon which holds a Laser Light Show Variance. All such persons must have adequate and 
appropriate laser operaAon and safety training, keep a copy of their variance with them at all 
performances, and keep appropriate safety logs and checklists. The variance holder must also file annual 
reports as required by the CDRH (FDA) and ensure that their variance is renewed prior to expiraAon. 
Copies of these forms, introductory training materials, and more may be found on the USB DRIVE 
enclosed with this product.  

We strongly recommend that each user of an X-Laser product read “Safe Laser Display” literature 
published as ANSI Z136.1 and Z136.10. These and a wealth of laser safety informaAon are available from 
www.rli.com and the Laser InsAtute of America. We also strongly recommend that proper safety 
equipment such as wavelength specific laser safety glasses be used during any Ames in which a 
technician or others could be exposed to laser radiaAon. 

Excellent laser training is available from a number of private insAtuAons such as RLI and we recommend 
that all of our users undertake it. Basic safety training is provided with this product but is NOT meant to 
be comprehensive. Please follow the enclosed instrucAons on the user USB drive.  

Special ConsideraAons for Outdoor Use 
Do not ever, under any circumstances, allow laser beams to enter airspace except under condiAons 
specifically approved by the FAA and any other applicable authoriAes. FAA approval is only ever granted 
for a specific case and under specific condiAons for the specific Ameframe outlined in an applicaAon filed 
by the operator.  Contact X-Laser or a qualified Laser Safety Officer for guidance on performing 
unterminated outdoor laser shows safely and legally. Striking an aircra] with a laser beam, even if 
accidental, is dangerous and is a felony punishable by fines and jail Ame.   

We want you to have a wonderful experience with our products so that you can bring the thrill of 
professional laser light shows to your audiences. The safety procedures outlined in this manual should 
be easy to successfully implement in your shows and provide you with years of safe and profitable laser 
displays. Please contact us if you have any quesAons about how to safely and effecAvely use X-Laser 
products. 
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General Guidelines for Proper Usage 
1. Always treat your laser with great care as some components are very fragile. While this product is 

designed to withstand the normal rigors of producAon use, drops or other severe impacts may cause 
internal misalignments requiring factory service or other serious internal damage. Care for it as you 
would a video projector.  

2. Mercury-equipped X-Laser systems including the Skywriter HPX M-series are designed to work well 
with professional producAon lighAng control systems. More basic control systems may not be able to 
present the capabiliAes of the Mercury control system in an intuiAve or easy to use manner leading 
to a frustraAng experience. If you need a control soluAon, we highly recommend Avolites Titan 
so]ware. 

3. Always keep all factory supplied labels on the unit and visible. Never cover or disable the emission 
indicator on the front of the unit.  The labels and indicators are all required for legal compliance.  

4. The unit is supplied with black wrap foil to be used as beam blocks to prevent the laser from 
accidentally scanning into the audience area. This is provided separate from the fixture so that it can 
be applied, adjusted, and removed easily for mobile entertainment applicaAons.  

5. If this unit is to be permanently installed, you may permanently apply the foil to the outside of the 
unit. To apply, simply use thin strips of gaffer’s tape or a heat safe glue for permanent installaAon. 
Using this foil is required for maximum safety and we recommend replacing the foil and/or tape at 
the first signs of wear. Replacement foil strips can be obtained very inexpensively through your X-
Laser dealer.  

6. Always maintain open space around all sides of the laser to facilitate airflow. 

7. Always operate the laser in an ambient temperature of 50-90°F. OperaAon outside of this 
temperature range may result in failure or diminished operaAng life. Such failures are NOT covered 
under our manufacturer’s warranty.  

8. This unit is primarily intended for indoor use, but occasional outdoor use is acceptable. Treat this 
fixture like you would a video projector when using outdoors. Do not expose this fixture to rain or 
temperatures outside of a normal working range of 50-90°F/10-32°C, or direct sunlight. Do not store 
this product outdoors. While the Skywriter series is not fully weatherproof, the fixture is weather 
resistant, so outdoor use is acceptable. If the fixture will be used outdoors, we recommend that the 
fixture be covered, specifically over the back panel and top panel to protect the wired connecAons 
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InstallaAon  
You may hang or otherwise mount your new X-Laser product in any suitable orientaAon provided the 
requirements of this guide and all other applicable rules and regulaAons are observed.  Before every 
show, verify that the programming and hard beam blocks are suitable for the applicaAon, especially if 
you have changed the orientaAon of the laser or if you are operaAng it in a new environment. 

Safe Beam and ProjecAon Height 
Most US FDA variances require that all beams be kept at least 3 meters (10 feet) above any surface upon 
which your audience can stand. Refer to your variance for required verAcal and lateral safety distances. 
Performers and trained personal MAY be exempt from these safety distances at the discreAon of a 
qualified Laser Safety Officer who may be able to implement an alternaAve radiaAon safety plan. 

 

Example of a safe projecAon, 3 meters above the dance floor 
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Physical beam blocks 
A]er your projecAon area has been set up in your laser controller, make sure to block off the laser 
aperture to make sure the projecAon area remains safe, even in the event of a laser or controller 
malfuncAon. You can do this using the physical block a6ached of the front of the laser (if equipped) as 
well as with “black wrap” cinefoil or black aluminum foil tape.  
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OperaAon 
Before Powering up Your Projector 
Laser beams may shoot in unexpected places during setup, so be sure that all areas which may be within 
the projecAon field of the laser are clear of people and flammable materials.  Be prepared to 
immediately terminate the laser output if any laser is emi6ed in an unsafe direcAon. 

Be sure the laser projector is safely and securely rigged, and not likely to be moved or dislodged by 
vibraAon or collision with any moving scenery, equipment, people, animals, etc. 

Be sure you have at least one, but preferably two, reliable means of a6enuaAng the laser beam such as 
an etherStop pendant, funcAoning DMX/Art-Net control, or the ability to quickly cut power to the 
projector. Mains power terminaAon should only be considered a secondary safety system, not the 
primary means of a6enuaAon. 

Duty Cycle 
The laser may be le] powered on without projecAng any laser content indefinitely, however over Ame 
this will result in the cooling fans, filters, and external heatsinks needing more frequent cleaning.  For 
opAmal maintenance intervals, power off the system when it will not be used for more than an hour or 
two.  When operated within the specified temperature range, the laser may be operated conAnuously 
for up to four hours with no ill effect. 

Laser Startup 
To provide safe and reliable operaAon and meet the requirements of US Federal regulaAons and 
internaAonal standards, X-laser projectors generally require a mulA-step startup procedure: 

1. A]er power on, the laser starts in the “Startup” state. 

2. If any key switches are not in the enabled posiAon or any remote interlocks are open, the laser 
will enter the “Not Ready” state.  The laser’s display will indicate the required acAon, for 
example “Turn Key” or “Interlock Open” 

3. All key switches must be switched to the enabled posiAon, all remote interlocks must be closed, 
and if the if the reset input is iniAally asserted, it must be released. 

4. When these condiAons are met, the laser will enter the “Ready” state and the emission indicator 
will flash briefly once every three seconds. 

5. The reset input must be asserted, either by pressing the reset bu6on on a remote pendant or by 
pressing the laser bu6on  on the projector. 

6. The laser will test its local emission indicator and then enter the “Emission Delay” state.  The 
emission indicator will flash once per second during this Ame. 

7. If all key switches and remote interlocks are kept in the closed state, the laser will enter the 
“Enabled” state a]er the emission delay Ame has expired.  The emission indicator will be on 
conAnuously, and the laser will be ready to emit if a suitable control signal is applied. 

8. If at any point a key switch or remote interlock is opened, the laser will immediately return to 
the “Not Ready” state. 
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The etherStop system 
X-Laser’s etherStop control interface combines network-based control (such as Art-net) and a remote E-
stop interface into a single cable.  The interface includes 10/100Mb Ethernet, a remote interlock loop, an 
emission signal, and a reset signal, all in a single CAT5 or CAT6 network cable.  We recommend etherCON 
connectors and rugged CAT5 or be6er cables for best durability, but standard networking cables can be 
used for less demanding setups. 

etherStop terminator 
Every etherStop compaAble laser projector ships 
with an etherStop terminator that may be used as a 
service plug. This terminator closes the etherStop 
interlock loop, but does not provide a reset signal. 

The service plug is intended to be used during 
tesAng only and does not meet US federal 
requirements for a means of remote terminaAon of 
laser output per 21CFR1040.10.  When using the 
terminator as a service plug, physical access to the 
laser is required to reset the laser to iniAate laser emission. 

In almost all cases, the we recommend that etherStop-equipped projectors be used with an etherStop 
pendant or a Nexus etherStop switch system (sold separately). 

To use the terminator as a service plug for bench tesAng, connect the terminator to one of the two 
etherStop ports on the back of the laser.  This will close the interlock loop.  With the terminator installed, 
and the key switch in the enabled posiAon, press the laser bu6on  next to the LCD to reset the 
projector and enable laser emission. 

Do NOT install the terminator in the laser when using an etherStop pendant or other remote stop 
system.   

etherStop Pendant 
etherStop connecAons 
The etherStop pendant has 3 etherCon 
connectors. These provide connecAons for: 

1. Network – this connector is for data 
input (Art-Net or SACN) from your 
control source 

2. Laser - etherStop LASER control out 
(green connector). This connector 
carries the combined emergency stop 
signal, reset signal from the pendant 
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itself and the Remote connector and the data injected from the Network connector. If the laser 
is being controlled through DMX or ILDA only and not using network data for laser control this 
will only carry the emergency stop and reset signals 

3. Remote – this connector provides expansion to a secondary control locaAon for addiAonal safety 
if the show requires it. If no secondary control locaAon is required, insert the etherStop 
terminator into this port.  Otherwise, connect this port to the Laser port of the secondary 
control, and insert the terminator in the Remote port of the secondary control.  A total of up to 
five pendants, including the primary pendant may be daisy chained in this manner. 

Do NOT connect more than one pendant directly to a laser projector.  When using more than one 
pendant, ALWAYS connect the second pendant to the Remote port of the first pendant. 

etherStop interface 
The front of the etherStop interface contains: 

1.BIG RED BUTTON – Depress this bu6on to 
emergency stop your laser.  The bu6on will latch 
in the down posiAon when pressed, twist it 
clockwise  to reset the switch. 

2.Reset bu6on/Emission indicator – The laser 
requires a reset signal to begin laser emission 
a]er startup or a]er an interlock has been 
opened.  The emission indicator will illuminate 
or flash to indicate the state of the laser system.  
Refer to the “Laser Startup” secAon above for 
details on the startup sequence. 

3.Key switch - This key switch is part of the 
remote interlock loop and must be actuated to 
permit emission from your laser. Remove this 
key to prevent unauthorized operaAon if the 
control staAon must be le] una6ended. 

The etherStop interface is only part of the laser projector’s interlock and safety system.   In order to close 
the remote interlock loop and permit laser output, the following condiAons must be met: 

1. The key switch must be turned to the enabled posiAon, if you cannot pull the key out of the 
switch it is in the enabled posiAon. 

2. The BIG RED BUTTON must be in the “up” posiAon on all connected pendants. 

3. The Laser port (green) on the etherStop pendant must be connected to the laser via either 
etherStop port on the laser. 

4. The last pendant in the daisy chain must have an etherStop terminator installed in the Remote 
port 

5. Once these condiAons are met, the emission indicator will flash once every three seconds.  
Pressing the reset bu6on will then cause the system to enter the Emission Delay state, and the 
emission indicator will flash once per second.   
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6. At the end of the Emission Delay period, if all interlocks remain saAsfied, the emission indicator 
will illuminate solidly, and the system will be ready to emit when an appropriate control signal is 
provided. 

The etherStop system can control up to 10 lasers “daisy chained” together. For larger systems or systems 
where chaining is not desirable, please contact us for more informaAon on our Nexus line of etherStop 
hubs. 

etherStop system examples 
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Other e-stop systems 
Some users may already have other laser systems and prefer to wire their e-stop system to be 
compaAble across all their projectors. AddiAonally separate remote relays and switches can be used in 
place of the terminator to integrate remote stop busses, door switches and more. For users who require 
such arrangements, example wiring is shown below. 

 

 

While the etherStop interface has been designed with reasonable protecAons against miswiring, damage 
to the laser through improper use of the etherStop interface may be possible and is not covered under 
the warranty.  X-Laser is unable to provide support for external E-stop systems implemented by others.   
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The Mercury Menu system 
Lasers equipped with our Mercury laser control system have a large, full color LCD menu system to 
navigate all the available sesngs and opAons. This menu system is navigated using the 8 keypad bu6ons. 

 

DirecAonal bu6ons 

                             

Back bu6on              Enter bu6on 

                            

Menu bu6on             Laser bu6on 

System Status Display 
The System Status display is the default display and provides 
an “at a glance” view of the most criAcal informaAon such 
as: 

Ctrl: This is an indicator of the currently set control mode. 
This can be DMX, Art-Net or Manual 

Status: This indicates the status of the control source. This 
may indicate: 

 Timeout! – A control packet has not been received 
within the Ameout period 

 Too Slow - control packets are being received, but not frequently enough to meet the packet 
threshold 

    Ready - control packets are being received regularly 

Universe: This indicates the Art-Net universe the laser has been set to, if in DMX mode this will read 
DMX, if in manual mode this will read MANUAL 

Address: This indicates the address the laser projector has been set to if in DMX or Art-Net modes. If the 
projector is in Manual mode this will read MANUAL 
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Laser Status: This indicates the status of the laser’s internal safety systems. Statuses include: 

Enabled - The projector is capable of emisng laser when an appropriate control signal is sent 

Turn Key – The key switch is in the disarmed posiAon 

Interlock Open – The system detects that the etherStop interface remote interlock loop is open 
(no etherStop pendant or compaAble terminator connected, key switch not in the enabled posiAon, or 
BIG RED BUTTON pressed) 

Indicator Fail! - The emission indicator on the laser has failed.  Per IEC60825 the emission 
indicator is failsafe, so emission is prohibited 

Not Ready – The system is not ready to emit laser for some internal reason 

Suspended – Emission has been suspended due to an internal laser fault or diagnosAc state 

Release Reset - the reset signal must be released before the laser will respond to the reset 
bu6on being pressed 

Press Reset – The projector is ready to emit, but has not had the etherStop reset triggered 

Wait – The projector is in the Emission Delay state and will be ready to emit at the end of the 
Emission Delay period (ten seconds on most systems) 

AddiAonal status screens showing the status of the available control interfaces are available using the 

le]  and right  arrow keys.   

To access the Main Menu from the System Status screen, press the Menu  bu6on. From the main 
menu, pressing the back  key will return to the status screen. 

System Menu 
The system menu includes frequently changed sesngs such as:  

Personality The DMX personality of the system. Available opAons are: 

1. Master only 

2. 1X Basic Builder 

3. 2X Basic Builder 

4. 3X Basic Builder 

5. 4X Basic Builder 

6. 1X Advanced Builder 

7. 2X Advanced Builder 

8. 3X Advanced Builder 

9. 4X Advanced Builder

These personaliAes are explained in depth in the Fixture Profile secAon of this manual.
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The DMX and Art-Net Ameouts should be set to the minimum value that provides reliable operaAon.  
The system requires a conAnuous control signal to maintain output, and the loss of that control signal 
should result in terminaAon of output as soon as possible, with the understanding that there is a 
minimum Ame required for recepAon of new control packets. 

DMX Menu 
The DMX menu allows you to set the projector’s DMX receiving characterisAcs, such as: 

Network Menu 
This menu is where you access the network sesngs of this projector. 

Art-Net Menu 
This is where the Art-Net specific sesngs of the projector are accessed. 

  

Control Source Sets the control source to Manual, DMX or Art-Net

DMX Timeout (ms) The DMX Ameout sesng in milliseconds. Default is 100

Art-Net Ameout (ms) The Art-Net Ameout sesng in milliseconds. Default is 2000

Load Defaults Resets the system to the factory defined default sesngs

About Important informaAon about your system such as the model of laser, serial 
number of the Mercury interface and MAC address of the system

Address The starAng DMX address of the projector

Packet Threshold The packet threshold for receiving DMX, default is 30

IP Mode Set the IP mode, at this Ame the only opAon is StaAc IP but this will likely 
change in a future release

StaAc IP Sets the staAc IP, the default is 10.0.0.1

Subnet Sets the subnet, the default is 255.0.0.0

Mode Sets the Art-Net mode as enabled or disabled

Universe Sets the Art-Net Universe the projector responds to

Poll Reply Mode Sets the poll reply mode, available opAons are: 

1. Limited broadcast (default) 

2. Unicast 

3. As Polled 

4. Broadcast

Packet Threshold Sets the packet threshold, the default is 4
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X/Y Menu 
Zoning your laser is one of the most important setup steps and this menu is essenAal to accurate and 
safe zoning. While many may choose to do all their zoning from the Master fixture via DMX or Art-Net, 
it’s sAll essenAal to learn this menu. 

X Invert Flips the projecAon along the X Axis, le] to right

Y Invert Flips the projecAon along the Y Axis, top to bo6om

X/Y Swap Switches the X and Y axis, this way a projector mounted at 90 degrees 
can maintain the same orientaAon as a projector mounted tradiAonally

X/Y Ext. Control This sesng controls the X/Y size and posiAon controls from the DMX or 
Art-Net Input. Available opAons are: 

1. Full – DMX/Art-Net control is enabled, and is not limited by the 
minimum and maximum values set in the X/Y Limits submenu 

2. Scale – DMX/Art-Net control is enabled, but the DMX values are 
scaled to the range between the minimum and maximum 
values set in the X/Y Limits submenu 

3. Limit – DMX/Art-Net control of scale and posiAons is enabled, 
but the DMX values are not permi6ed to go beyond the limits 
set in the X/Y Limits submenu 

4. Disable - DMX/Art-Net control of scale and posiAon is disabled, 
and the size and posiAon values from the X/Y submenu are 
used

 X Scale Sets the X Scale from 1-256, with 1 being the minimum and 256 being 
the maximum. This scale sesng is ignored when DMX/Art-Net control 
is enabled and X/Y Ext. Control is set to Full. The default is 128

Y Scale Sets the Y Scale from 1-256, with 1 being the minimum and 256 being 
the maximum. This scale sesng is ignored when DMX/Art-Net control 
is enabled and X/Y Ext. Control is set to Full. The default is 128

Y Offset Sets the Y Offset from -100 to 100. This scale sesng is ignored when 
DMX/Art-Net control is enabled and X/Y Ext. Control is set to Full. The 
default is 0

X Offset Sets the X Offset from -100 to 100. This scale sesng is ignored when 
DMX/Art-Net control is enabled and X/Y Ext. Control is set to Full. The 
default is 0

X/Y Limits Sets the limits for Scale and Offset when X/Y Ext. Control is set to Scale 
or Limit
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Colors Menu 
The colors menu allows you to do basic color balancing across your projectors.  

Display Menu 
The display menu allows you to adjust the sesngs for the LCD display on your laser. 

Red Min The minimum level of the Red laser source when there is any red laser 
commanded to be on

Red Max The maximum level of the Red laser source when there is any red laser 
commanded to be on

Green Min The minimum level of the Green laser source when there is any Green 
laser commanded to be on

Green Max The maximum level of the Green laser source when there is any Green 
laser commanded to be on

Blue Min The minimum level of the Blue laser source when there is any Blue 
laser commanded to be on

Blue Max The maximum level of the Blue laser source when there is any Blue 
laser commanded to be on

Color 4 Min The minimum level of the Color 4 laser source when there is any Color 
4 laser commanded to be on, if the projector is so equipped

Color 4 Max The maximum level of the Color 4 laser source when there is any Color 
4 laser commanded to be on, if the projector is so equipped

Color 5 Min The minimum level of the Color 5 laser source when there is any Color 
5 laser commanded to be on, if the projector is so equipped

Color 5 Max The maximum level of the Color 5 laser source when there is any Color 
5 laser commanded to be on, if the projector is so equipped

Color 6 Min The minimum level of the Color 6 laser source when there is any Color 
6 laser commanded to be on, if the projector is so equipped

Color 6 Max The maximum level of the Color 6 laser source when there is any Color 
6 laser commanded to be on, if the projector is so equipped

Brightness Sets the brightness from 1-10, 1 being the minimum and 10 the 
maximum

Timeout Sets the Ameout for the LCD screen from 5 seconds to 10 minutes or 
to never turn off
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Manual OperaAon Menu 
The manual operaAon menu allows you to select the manual operaAon mode of the laser, typically used 
to enable ILDA input without the use of DMX or Art-Net. Available modes are: 

Mercury Menu 
This menu grants access to some of the control parameters of the Mercury laser engine. Do not adjust 
these sesngs unless directed to by an X-Laser technician. 

Content Menu 
This menu allows you to see what content packs you have installed, if any, and to install new content 
packs as needed. The projector can store 2 separate content packs. 

To install a new content pack, insert a USB drive into the USB port on the laser that has an X-Laser 
content file (*.XLC) on it, select content pack 1 or 2, then select Install and follow the on screen prompts. 

Restoring sesngs 
In rare cases, improper or corrupted sesngs may prevent the system from starAng correctly or may 
cause other undesired operaAon.  In this case, the default sesngs may be restored by holding the back 

 key down while the laser powers on.  Keep the back  key pressed unAl the two status LEDs next to 
the LCD turn green and the system status screen is displayed, then release it. 

Fixture Disabled Disables the laser projector from accepAng any control inputs

Builders Enabled Not yet enabled

Preset Mode Not yet enabled

External Input Allows signal input from an external source, such as ILDA or FB4 (if 
equipped)
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System Update Menu 
The system update menu is hidden from regular access. Be careful in the system update menu as it is 
possible to erase your content packs and sesngs. 

The system update menu is accessed by holding the Menu  bu6on down while the laser powers on.  
Keep the Menu  bu6on pressed unAl the system update menu is displayed, then release it. 

The system provides two so]ware update storage slots.  The primary slot is used to store the last 
installed update, and the backup slot may be used to hold an alternaAve so]ware version in case the 
installed version must be reverted for any reason.  Updates from USB are always installed via the primary 
update slot. 

A video showing the update process and the latest firmware can be found at 

h6p://www.x-laser.com/mercurydownloads 

Exit Return to main menu

System Info Important informaAon about your system such as the model of laser, 
serial number of the Mercury interface and MAC address of the system

Install update from USB This allows you to update the firmware on your laser projector. Insert a 
USB drive into the USB port with the X-Laser firmware (*.XLB file) on it. 
Select this sesng and follow the on screen prompts.  Detailed 
instrucAons are included with all so]ware update files.

Reinstall last update Reinstalls the last update that was installed from USB

Install backup so]ware Reinstalls so]ware stored in backup slot

Update backup Loads so]ware into backup slot, but does not install it

Clear Pending Tasks This clears any requested acAons and is useful in case of certain error 
condiAons that may rarely occur in case of a corrupted update

Erase last update Clears the update storage slot

Erase Backup Erases the update stored in the backup slot

Erase ApplicaAon Erases the currently installed applicaAon.  The bootloader and in most 
cases the sesngs are preserved, so the laser is not bricked, but will 
need to have applicaAon so]ware installed before it becomes useful 
again. Unless you’re a cerAfied X-Laser technician, please don’t do this
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Remote Management (RDM) and ConfiguraAon 
Mercury-equipped laser systems can be managed and configured via RDM.  Standard RDM Parameters 
such as DMX start address, personality, and device label can be accessed through any compliant RDM 
controller via the 5-pin DMX port, or via Art-Net.  AddiAonal configuraAon opAons are available that  
require custom, X-Laser-specific RDM parameters, which can be accessed using XLERATE, X-Laser’s free 
companion so]ware.  XLERATE can connect to Mercury-equipped laser systems via a local network and 
configure all of the Laser’s RDM-enabled properAes, including all of their custom parameters.  XLERATE 
can also discover and configure other RDM-enabled devices that are accessible via Art-Net.  For more 
informaAon or to download XLERATE, please see h6ps://x-laser.com/pages/xlerate. 

PrevisualizaAon 
Because of the wide range of possible pa6erns that Mercury-equipped laser systems can create, these 
systems cannot be directly visualized like a typical moving light within a standard previsualizaAon tool.  
Instead, XLERATE, X-Laser’s free companion so]ware, can be used to emulate Mercury-equipped laser 
systems and send the resulAng laser data to many of the leading previsualizaAon tools to be rendered 
along with your other lighAng.   XLERATE also features built-in 2D preview windows that can be used 
even without an external previsualizaAon tool to preview and pre-program effects.  For more 
informaAon or to download XLERATE, please see h6ps://x-laser.com/pages/xlerate. 
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Controlling your laser projector with Mercury 
Master and builders 
The Mercury laser control system built into your Skywriter HPX M-5 was developed from the ground up 
as a new and uniquely powerful way to control laser projectors with DMX or Art-Net. With this novel 
design, there’s a new concept of how to set up the laser. We’ve broken up the laser control into parts we 
call the master and builders. 

 The Master is a block of six channels that control the overall projecAon area, intensity and mode 
(fixture disabled, external input, builders enabled). The external ILDA input and all builder-generated 
content is subject to the Master’s size, posiAon, and intensity controls, and once these controls are set 
nothing can go beyond them. Most users set up the Master when zoning their projectors, then park or 
freeze the Master fixture so that it cannot be modified during the show. 

 Builders are used to “build” up laser effects from a basic shape and several layers of available 
modifiers, including intensity, size, posiAon, color effects, gobos, prisms, wave effects and moAon effects. 
We have two different types of builders exposing different levels of complexity. 

 The Basic Builder is 28 channels and the type most users will want to start with. The basic 
builder provides control over: 

1. Intensity 

2. Gobos 

3. Preset color macros 

4. RGB1 and RGB2 for the color macros 

5. Prisms with X/Y spacing and rotaAon 

6. Geometric Post Group (see Geo Pre/Post for further explanaAon) which is similar 
to zoom, Pan/Alt and gobo rotaAon on a mover 

7. MoAon macros with speed and size, similar to an animaAon wheel 

While the basic builder seems more limited than the advanced builder, its simplicity allows for 
an easier learning curve and faster programming, so it’s a worthwhile place to start even for 
users who may eventually move to the advanced builders.  Its simplicity makes it a very close 
analog to a moving light, and so the same programming concepts are easily applied.  
AddiAonally, it requires only a fracAon of the DMX channels that the advanced builder 
consumes, and so is a good choice in situaAons where the number of available control 
parameters is limited.  The basic builder is supported on all DMX consoles. 
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 The Advanced builder is 85 channels and contains many more parameters for color, size, waves 
and moAon effects. The advanced builder is extremely powerful but has a much steeper learning curve. 
When starAng out with the advanced builders, we highly encourage you to check out our tutorial videos 
on youtube. The advanced builder offers control over: 

1. Intensity 

2. Gobos 

3. In depth color funcAons including gradient type, gradient width, posiAon and 
many more 

4. RGB1 and RGB2 for the color effects 

5. Geometric Pre and Post groups (see Geo Pre/Post for further explanaAon) 

6. Prisms with X/Y Spacing and rotaAon 

7. Two advanced wave modulaAon effect banks 

8. Two moAon effect banks 

While the advanced builders are extremely capable, they are also much more complex to learn. 
Please check out our tutorials on youtube for further instrucAon on using advanced builders. Please note 
that Advanced Builders are NOT supported on all consoles. At this Ame Advanced Builders are only 
supported on Avolites Titan and MA LighAng GrandMA2 and dot2 consoles. 

Whether basic or advanced, mulAple builders can be layered over top of each other for more 
complex effects or for fast crossfades/bumps. Up to four builders of either type can be used 
simultaneously depending on the personality selected on the fixture. 

sACN Control 
This system supports Streaming ACN (ANSI E1.31) for the transport of DMX data over an Ethernet 
connecAon.  To enable control via sACN: 

1. Set System > Control Source to sACN and provide a Streaming ACN control source or use auto source 
selecAon. 

2. Assign an sACN universe in sACN > Universe to match the universe your control system is 
transmisng 

3. Assign the DMX start address in DMX > Address to match how the laser is patched in your control 
system 

4. Adjust addiAonal sACN parameters in the sACN menu as needed for reliable operaAon: 

a. Packet Threshold determines how many valid sACN packets the system must receive before 
it will begin responding to sACN control. 

b. Timeout (ms) determines how long the system will wait between valid sACN packets before 
terminaAng output.  This should be set to the lowest value that provides reliable operaAon 

c. Minimum Priority determines the minimum sACN packet priority the system will respond to.  
By default, sACN sources transmit at priority 100, but valid priority levels are 0-200 inclusive. 
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d. Priority Time (ms) determines how long the system will wait before looking for a lower-
priority source if the current source stops transmisng 

By default, the system will respond to the highest priority source transmisng on the assigned universe.  
If that source stops transmisng, the system will switch to the next highest priority source a]er Priority 
Time.  This facilitates smooth fail-over between primary and backup sources with no addiAonal 
equipment.  If more than one source is detected transmisng at the highest priority on the assigned 
universe, the system will stop responding the sACN control unAl only one source is detected.  During this 
condiAon, the system will indicate Sources Exceeded on the sACN Status Screen. 

If necessary, a Minimum Priority can be set to prevent the system from responding to any source with a 
lower priority.  This can be used to prevent sources transmisng at default priority from taking control of 
the lasers due to an error in universe assignment. 

Most control systems will fall back to transmisng sACN DMX packets only once every one or two 
seconds unless universe data is acAvely changing, in which case the sACN Timeout must be set for 
1000-2500ms.  Improved safety and faster fail-over can be achieved by enabling conAnuous sACN 
output.  Some control systems support this as a toggle opAon in their output configuraAon.  On other 
systems conAnuous output can be achieved by assigning an unused dimmer or other device with a 
conAnuously running effect to the desired universe. 

Art-Net Control 
This system supports Art-Net 4 (v1.4) as developed by ArAsAc Licence for the transport of DMX data over 
an Ethernet connecAon.  To enable control via Art-Net: 

1. Set System > Control Source to Art-Net and provide an Art-Net control source or use auto source 
selecAon. 

2. Assign an Art-Net universe in Art-Net > Universe to match the universe your control system is 
transmisng.  Note that valid Art-Net universes are 0-32767, but some control systems will use the 
numbers 1-32768. 

Note: canonically, Art-Net splits the universe up into “Net”, “Sub-Net” and “Universe” segments.  
These correspond to bits 14-8, 7-4, and 3-0 of the 15-bit universe number.  To convert from Art-Net 
notaAon to Numeric notaAon as used by most so]ware and this system: 

 

3. Assign the DMX start address in DMX > Address to match how the laser is patched in your control 
system 

4. Adjust addiAonal Art-Net parameters in the Art-Net menu as needed for reliable operaAon: 

a. Packet Threshold determines how many valid sACN packets the system must receive before 
it will begin responding to sACN control. 

b. Timeout (ms) determines how long the system will wait between valid sACN packets before 
terminaAng output.  This should be set to the lowest value that provides reliable operaAon 

c. PollReply Mode determines how the system transmits responses to ArtPoll queries.   

UniverseNumber = (Net  × 256) + (SubNet × 16) + Universe
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Most control systems will fall back to transmisng Art-Net DMX packets only once every one or two 
seconds unless universe data is acAvely changing, in which case the Art-Net Timeout must be set for 
1000-2500ms.  Improved safety can be achieved by enabling conAnuous Art-net output.  Some control 
systems support this as a toggle opAon in their output configuraAon.  On other systems conAnuous 
output can be achieved by assigning an unused dimmer or other device with a conAnuously running 
effect to the desired universe.  

Auto Source SelecAon  
This system supports automaAc control source selecAon among DMX, sACN, and Art-Net.  To enable 
automaAc source selecAon, set System > Control Source to Auto.  In this mode, a direct DMX connecAon 
will override both Art-Net and sACN, and sACN will override Art-Net.  In all cases, all control sources are 
subject to the parameters (Ameout, packet threshold, etc) configured in their respecAve menus.  Art-Net 
and sACN sources always use the universes assigned in their respecAve menus. 

PersonaliAes 
The Skywriter HPX M-5, M-10, and M-20 models have 15 different operaAng personaliAes.  All 
personaliAes consist of a set of “Master” channels followed by 1-4 “Advanced Builder” channel sets or 
1-6 “Basic Builder” channel sets.  Each of the Master, Basic Builder, and Advanced Builder channel sets 
are designed to be patched as individual fixtures in your control system.  Master and Basic Builder 
profiles are available for most control systems.  Advanced Builder profiles are available on select control 
systems that have the capacity to display the large number of unique channels. 
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Control Groups 
The Mercury laser control system in your Skywriter HPX M-5 laser is simplified by breaking the control up 
into groups relevant to different features of the system. These control groups are: 

1. Master Group  

2. Builder Main Group 

3. Color Group 

4. Intensity Effect Group 

5. Prism Control Group 

6. Geometric Pre Group (advanced builder only) and Geometric Post group 

7. MoAon Macro Group (basic builder only) 

8. Wave Effect 1 group (advanced builder only) 

9. Wave Effect 2 group (advanced builder only) 

10. MoAon Effect 1 group (advanced builder only) 

11. MoAon Effect 2 group (advanced builder only) 

The Master Group is the enArety of the Master Fixture and consists of the Enable funcAon, Master 
Maximum Intensity, Master X/Y scale and offset.  

The Builder Main Group is where the gobo wheels and overall intensity controls are located in the basic 
and advanced builders. There are also a few reserved channels for future expansion. It’s important to 
note the maximum intensity in this group will never exceed the Intensity set in the Master fixture. 

The Color Group contains RGB1 and RGB2 color pickers in both builder modes, preset color macros in the 
basic builder and a wide range of color tools in the advanced builder. For more informaAon on the 
different color effects possible with advanced builders, please visit www.x-laser.com/mercurycolorgroup 

The Intensity Effect group is not yet acAve but will be pre6y damn cool when it is. 

The Prism Control group is where the digital prism and its parameters are accessed. At the Ame of this 
wriAng there are 11 different digital prisms built into the system. AddiAonal channels control the X and Y 
spacing of the prisms and the rotaAon across the facets. The rotaAon parameter is an incremental 
rotaAon applied to each successive prism element.  For example, if the prism inner rotaAon is set to 5°, 
the first element will be rotated 0°, the second 5°, the third 10°, and so on. To rotate the enAre prism, 
select rotaAon or spin from the geometric post group. To rotate the individual facets of the prism, select 
rotaAon or spin from the geometric pre group. 

The geometric pre and post groups are the largest departure from more tradiAonal intelligent lighAng 
fixtures. The basic builder only has access to the Geometric Post group, this provides access to X and Y 
scale (zoom), X and Y posiAon (pan and Alt), Z rotaAon (gobo indexing) and Z Spin (gobo rotaAon). The 
“Post” refers to these parameters happening a]er the prism modifier. For example, with a 1x3 linear 
prism on a circle gobo, a Z spin would spin the enAre array of circles. 
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The advanced builders also permit access to the Geometric Pre group, which might at first seem 
redundant, but when combined with the prism effects the Geometric Pre/Post controls enable some 
very sophisAcated effects that are unparalleled on any moving head. Because the Geometric Pre group is 
calculated before the prisms, you can use it to move, scale, rotate or spin the individual facets of the 
prism. As an example, with a 1x3 linear prism with a triangle gobo, each of the triangles in the prism can 
be made to rotate clockwise, while the whole prism rotates counter-clockwise. You can learn more about 
how this works and why it ma6ers by visiAng www.x-laser.com/mercury-advanced 

The MoAon Macro group provide access to a number of pre built moAon effects in Basic Builder modes. 
The Macro Speed channel can be used to override the recorded speed of the macro to make the effect 
faster or slower, and the Macro Size channel can likewise be used to override the recorded magnitude of 
the moAon effect.  When these channels are at 0, the default recorded speed and size of the macro are 
used. 

The Wave Effect groups provide two banks of waveform oscillators that can be applied to the projected 
image. These can control the angle, frequency, amplitude, phase and traverse speed of the waves as well 
as if they are applied pre or post prism, just like color effects and geometric parameters. This is an 
advanced feature that is best understood by visiAng www.x-laser.com/mercury-advanced 

While most modern lighAng consoles have excellent, complex and feature rich effects and shape engines, 
Mercury does have two integrated MoAon Effect groups that allow you to apply different movement 
types with control of the scale, speed and waveform as well as if they are applied pre or post just like 
wave effects. This is an advanced feature that is best understood by visiAng www.x-laser.com/mercury-
advanced 

CorrelaAon with moving lights 
The Mercury laser control system was designed to be easily mapped to mimic a moving head light in 
some ways to allow use of the effects and shape engines in your console. These best analogues for 
mapping your laser projector to exisAng moving head effects are as follows: 

Dimmer Builder Intensity

Pan Geometric Post X PosiAon

Tilt Geometric Post Y PosiAon

Gobo 1 Pa6ern

Gobo 2 Pa6ern Page

Gobo Indexing Geometric Pre Z RotaAon

Gobo RotaAon Geometric Pre Z Spin

Prism Prism

Prism RotaAon Geometric Post Z Spin

Color First RGB set in color effect group

Zoom Geometric Post X Scale + Y Scale

Beam Shu6ers Geometric CorrecAon
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DMX Parameters 
The Master channel block controls overall fixture function and final size and position of the projection area.  

The Master Mode channel is used to enable or disable the fixture, and to switch the fixture between external input and builder modes.  

In Fixture Disabled mode, the fixture is active but will not project any content. This mode can be used to immediately stop all output directly from the console.  

External Input mode applies to fixtures equipped with an ILDA input, and in this mode the signal presented at that input is directly displayed by the fixture. In 

this mode the external input signal is subject to the Master size, position, and intensity controls. 

In Builder mode, the fixture’s Builder capabilities are enabled, and the fixture will project the content generated by the Builder(s). 

* this channel must have a NON ZERO value to cause laser output 

** Note that this behavior has changed as of firmware version 1.22.6.  Prior firmware versions used a split range with DMX 128 being 0% size and 129-255 

increasing again in size with the zone inverted.  The inversion feature in the master scale channels was removed for ease of use with new freeform zoning tools. 

 

 

  

Master - 6 channels 
Channel 8/16 Bit Function Values 

1 8 bit Enable 0-3 4-7 8-11 12-15 16-255 

*     Fixture Disabled External input Reserved Builders Enabled Reserved 

2 8 bit Intensity 0-255 

*     0-100% 

3 8 bit X Scale** 0-127 128 129-255 

      100% - 50% 50% 50% - 0% 

4 8 bit Y Scale** 0-127 128 129-255 

      100% - 50% 50% 50% - 0% 

5 8 bit X Offset 0-127 128 129-255 

      Left Offset Center Right offset 

6 8 bit Y Offset 0-127 128 129-255 

      Downward Offset Center Upwards offset 
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Basic Builder -  28 channels used 
Master must be patched to enable the basic Builder 

              

Builder Main Group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

1 8 bit Output 
Routing 

0-7 8-255                    

      Zones 1-8  Reserved                   

2 8 bit Gobo 
Page 

0-14 15-253 254 255               

      Gobo pages Reserved Optimized test 
patterns 

Non-
optimized 

test patterns 

              

3 8 bit Gobo 
Selection 

0-255 Please note, there are 410 gobos at the time of this writing so pages are not full yet. 
Future gobos are being released with firmware updates 

          

    Gobo Patterns           

4 8 bit Intensity 0-255                     

*     0-100%                     

5 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     
              

Color Group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

6 8 bit Color 
Macro 

0-255                     

Various Macros                     

7 8 bit Red 1 0-255                     

      0-100%                     

8 8 bit Green 1 0-255                     

      0-100%                     

9 8 bit Blue 1 0-255                     

      0-100%                     

10 8 bit Red 2 0-255                     

      0-100%                     
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11 8 bit Green 2 0-255                     

      0-100%                     

12 8 bit Blue 2 0-255                     

      0-100%                     
              

Intensity Effect Group (not yet active) 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

13 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     
              

              

Prism control group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

14 8 bit Prism 
selection 

0-51 52-255                   

    Prism Selection Reserved                   

15 8 bit X 
Spacing 

0-127 128 129-255                 

    100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

16 8 bit Y 
Spacing 

0-127 128 129-255                 

    100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

17 8 bit Facet 
Rotation 

0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     
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Geometric Post group (applied after prism) 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

18 8 bit X Scale 0-127 128 129-255                 

      100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

19 8 bit Y Scale 0-127 128 129-255                 

      100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

20/21 16 
bit 

X 
Position 

0-127 128 129-255                 

*     Left Center Right  
 
 
  

              

22/23 16 
bit 

Y 
Position 

0-127 128 129-255                 

*     Left Center Right                 

24 8 bit Z 
Rotation 

0-255                     

      0-360 degrees                     

25 8 bit Z Spin 0 1-127 128 128-255               

      No spin zone Forward speed No spin zone Reverse 
speed 

              

              

Motion Macro group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

26 8 bit Motion 
macro 

0-255                     

    Various macros                     

27 8 bit Speed 0 1-255                   

    Default Min to Max                   

28 8 bit Size 0 1-255                   

    Default Min to Max                   
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Advanced Builder - 85 channels used 
Master must be patched to enable the Advanced Builder 

              

Builder Main Group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

1 8 bit Output 
Routing 

0-7 8-255                    

      Zones 1-8  Reserved                   

2 8 bit Gobo Page 0-14 15-253 254 255               

      Gobo pages Reserved Optimized test 
patterns 

Non-
optimized 

test 
patterns 

              

3 8 bit Gobo 
Selection 

0-255 Please note, there are 410 gobos at the time of this writing so pages are not 
full yet. Future gobos are being released with firmware updates 

          

    Gobo Patterns           

4 8 bit Intensity 0-255                     

*     0-100%                     

5 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

6 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

7 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

8 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     
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Color Group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

9 8 bit Color 
Function - 
Base 

0 1 2 3 4-31   

No color override Overall Color 
Override 

H/S/I 
Manipulation 

Pointwise 
gradient 

Reserved 

Color 
Function - 
Pre 1 
Position 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 

No color override Linear 
Gradient 

Angular Gradient Radial 
Gradient 

Linear 
bands 

Angular 
Bands 

Radial 
Bands 

Linear 
Rainbow 

Linear Rainbow 
Reverse 

Angular Rainbow Angular 
Rainbow 
Reverse 

43 44 45-63 The Pre 1 position applies color effects before any geometry controls, allowing you to maintain color position through any 
geometric modifications 

Radial Rainbow Radial 
Rainbow 
reverse 

Reserved 

Color 
Function - 
Pre 2 
Position 

64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 

No color override Linear 
Gradient 

Angular Gradient Radial 
Gradient 

Linear 
bands 

Angular 
Bands 

Radial 
Bands 

Linear 
Rainbow 

Linear Rainbow 
Reverse 

Angular Rainbow Angular 
Rainbow 
Reverse 

75 76 77-96 The Pre 2 position applies color effects  

Radial Rainbow Radial 
Rainbow 
reverse 

Reserved 

Color 
Function - 
Mid 1 
Position 

97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 

No color override Linear 
Gradient 

Angular Gradient Radial 
Gradient 

Linear 
bands 

Angular 
Bands 

Radial 
Bands 

Linear 
Rainbow 

Linear Rainbow 
Reverse 

Angular Rainbow Angular 
Rainbow 
Reverse 

108 109 110-127 The Mid 1 position applies color effects  

Radial Rainbow Radial 
Rainbow 
reverse 

Reserved 

Color 
Function - 
Mid 3 
Position 

128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 

No color override Linear 
Gradient 

Angular Gradient Radial 
Gradient 

Linear 
bands 

Angular 
Bands 

Radial 
Bands 

Linear 
Rainbow 

Linear Rainbow 
Reverse 

Angular Rainbow Angular 
Rainbow 
Reverse 

139 140 141-159 The Pre 2 position applies color effects  

Radial Rainbow Radial 
Rainbow 
reverse 

Reserved 

Color 
Function - 
Post 
Position 

160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 

No color override Linear 
Gradient 

Angular Gradient Radial 
Gradient 

Linear 
bands 

Angular 
Bands 

Radial 
Bands 

Linear 
Rainbow 

Linear Rainbow 
Reverse 

Angular Rainbow Angular 
Rainbow 
Reverse 

  
171 172 173-255 
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Radial Rainbow Radial 
Rainbow 
reverse 

Reserved 
The Post position applies color effects after all other geometric, wave and motion effects. This allows your color effect to act 
as an overlay that you can move your beams through to change their color based on their position 

Color mode examples 

 

 

       

    

Linear Gradient Angular 
Gradient 

Radial Gradient Linear 
bands 

Angular 
Bands 

Radial 
Bands 

Linear 
Rainbow 

Angular 
Rainbow 

Radial Rainbow     

Color parameter note - Parameters change function based on color effect mode selection 

10 8 bit Color 
Parameter 
1 

H/S/I 
Manipulation 

0-255   Linear 
Gradients 

and 
rainbows 

0-255   Angular, Radial 
Gradients and Bands 

0 1-255   

    Hue Offset   Angle: 0-
360 

  Center Left to right offset   

11 8 bit Color 
Parameter 
2 

H/S/I 
Manipulation 

0-255         Angular, Radial 
Gradients and Bands 

0 1-255   

    Saturation 
Offset 

        Center Bottom to Top   

12 8 bit Color 
Parameter 
3 

H/S/I 
Manipulation 

0-255   Linear, Angular and 
Radial Bands 

0 1-255       

    Intensity 
Offset 

  Default 
Width 

Band 1 width Min to Max       

13 8 bit Color 
Parameter 
4 

Angular 
Gradient and 

Rainbow 

0-255   Linear, Angular and 
Radial Bands 

0 1-255       

    Repeat 1 to 
many 

  Default 
Width 

Band 2 width Min to Max       

14 8 bit Color 
Parameter 
5 

All gradients, bands and rainbows 0-255                 

    Offset 0-100%                 

15 8 bit Color 
Parameter 
6 

All Modes 0-255                 

    Fade Width 0-100%                 

16 8 bit Red 1 0-255                     

      0-100%                     

17 8 bit Green 1 0-255                     

      0-100%                     

18 8 bit Blue 1 0-255                     

      0-100%                     

19 8 bit Red 2 0-255                     

      0-100%                     

20 8 bit Green 2 0-255                     

      0-100%                     

21 8 bit Blue 2 0-255                     

      0-100%                     
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Intensity Effect Group (not yet active) 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

22 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

23 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

24 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

25 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

26 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

27 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

28 8 bit Reserved 0-255                     

      Reserved                     
              

Geometric Pre group (applied before prism) 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

29 8 bit X Scale 0-127 128 129-255                 

      100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

30 8 bit X Scale 0-127 128 129-255                 

      100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

31/32 16 
bit 

X Position 0-127 128 129-255                 

*     Left Center Right                 

33/34 16 
bit 

Y Position 0-127 128 129-255                 

*     Left Center Right                 

35 8 bit Z Rotation 0-255                     

      0-360 degrees                     

36 8 bit Z Spin 0 1-127 128 128-255               

      No spin zone Forward speed No spin zone Reverse 
speed 
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Prism control group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

37 8 bit Prism 
selection 

0-51 52-255                   

    Prism Selection Reserved                   

38 8 bit X Spacing 0-127 128 129-255                 

    100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

39 8 bit Y Spacing 0-127 128 129-255                 

    100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

40 8 bit Facet 
Rotation 

0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     
              

Geometric Post group (applied after prism) 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

41 8 bit X Scale 0-127 128 129-255                 

      100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

42 8 bit X Scale 0-127 128 129-255                 

      100% - 0% 0 0 - 100% Inverted                 

43/44 16 
bit 

X Position 0-127 128 129-255                 

*     Left Center Right                 

45/46 16 
bit 

Y Position 0-127 128 129-255                 

*     Left Center Right                 

47 8 bit Z Rotation 0-255                     

      0-360 degrees                     

48 8 bit Z Spin 0 1-127 128 128-255               

      No spin zone Forward speed No spin zone Reverse 
speed 

              

             
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

Wave Effect 1 Group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 



47 

 

49 8 bit Wave Effect 
- Pre 
position 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11 12 13 14 

No effect Linear Sine Linear Ramp Linear 
Ramp 

Reverse 

Linear 
Triangle 

Linear 
Square 
Wave 

Reserved Radial Sine Radial Ramp Radial Ramp 
Reverse 

Radial 
Triangle 

15 16-31                   

Radial Square Reserved                   

Wave Effect 
- Mid 
position 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38-42 43 44 45 46 

No effect Linear Sine Linear Ramp Linear 
Ramp 

Reverse 

Linear 
Triangle 

Linear 
Square 
Wave 

Reserved Radial Sine Radial Ramp Radial Ramp 
Reverse 

Radial 
Triangle 

47 48-63                   

Radial Square Reserved                   

Wave Effect 
- Post 
position 

64 65 66 67 68 69 66-70 71 72 73 74 

No effect Linear Sine Linear Ramp Linear 
Ramp 

Reverse 

Linear 
Triangle 

Linear 
Square 
Wave 

Reserved Radial Sine Radial Ramp Radial Ramp 
Reverse 

Radial 
Triangle 

75 76-255                   

Radial Square Reserved                   

50 8 bit Wave Angle 0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     

51 8 bit Wavelength 0-255                     

    Min to Max                     

52 8 bit Amplitude 0-255                     

    Min to Max                     

53 8 bit Phase 0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     

54 8 bit Traverse 
Speed 

0 1-127 128-255                 

    Stopped Forward speed Reverse speed                 
             

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

Wave Effect 2 Group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

55 8 bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11 12 13 14 
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Wave Effect 
- Pre 
position 

No effect Linear Sine Linear Ramp Linear 
Ramp 

Reverse 

Linear 
Triangle 

Linear 
Square 
Wave 

Reserved Radial Sine Radial Ramp Radial Ramp 
Reverse 

Radial 
Triangle 

15 16-31                   

Radial Square Reserved                   

Wave Effect 
- Mid 
position 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38-42 43 44 45 46 

No effect Linear Sine Linear Ramp Linear 
Ramp 

Reverse 

Linear 
Triangle 

Linear 
Square 
Wave 

Reserved Radial Sine Radial Ramp Radial Ramp 
Reverse 

Radial 
Triangle 

47 48-63                   

Radial Square Reserved                   

Wave Effect 
- Post 
position 

64 65 66 67 68 69 70-74 75 76 77 78 

No effect Linear Sine Linear Ramp Linear 
Ramp 

Reverse 

Linear 
Triangle 

Linear 
Square 
Wave 

Reserved Radial Sine Radial Ramp Radial Ramp 
Reverse 

Radial 
Triangle 

79 80-255                   

Radial Square Reserved                   

56 8 bit Wave Angle 0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     

57 8 bit Wavelength 0-255                     

    Min to Max                     

58 8 bit Amplitude 0-255                     

    Min to Max                     

59 8 bit Phase 0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     

60 8 bit Traverse 
Speed 

0 1-127 128-255                 

    Stopped Forward speed Reverse speed                 
             

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Motion Effect 1 Group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

61 8 bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7-31       
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Motion 
Effect - Pre 
position 

No effect Elliptical Orbit Elliptical Orbit 
and Rotate 

Linear 
Scroll 

Linear Ping 
Pong 

Triangle 
Orbit 

Square 
Orbit 

Reserved       

Motion 
Effect - Mid 
position 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39-63       

No effect Elliptical Orbit Elliptical Orbit 
and Rotate 

Linear 
Scroll 

Linear Ping 
Pong 

Triangle 
Orbit 

Square 
Orbit 

Reserved       

Motion 
Effect - Post 
position 

64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71-255       

No effect Elliptical Orbit Elliptical Orbit 
and Rotate 

Linear 
Scroll 

Linear Ping 
Pong 

Triangle 
Orbit 

Square 
Orbit 

Reserved       

62 8 bit Motion 
Angle 

0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     

63 8 bit X Scale 0-255 Scale must be non 0 on one or both axes for 
movement effects to function 

              

    Min to Max               

64 8 bit Y Scale 0-255 Scale must be non 0 on one or both axes for 
movement effects to function 

              

    Min to Max               

65 8 bit Dwell Time 0-255                     

    Min to Max                     

66 8 bit Phase 0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     

67 8 bit Traverse 
Speed 

0 1-127 128-255 Traverse speed must be 
non 0 for movement 
effects to function 

            

    Stopped Forward speed Reverse speed             
             

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Motion Effect 1 Group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

68 8 bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7-31       
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Motion 
Effect - Pre 
position 

No effect Elliptical Orbit Elliptical Orbit 
and Rotate 

Linear 
Scroll 

Linear Ping 
Pong 

Triangle 
Orbit 

Square 
Orbit 

Reserved       

Motion 
Effect - Mid 
position 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39-63       

No effect Elliptical Orbit Elliptical Orbit 
and Rotate 

Linear 
Scroll 

Linear Ping 
Pong 

Triangle 
Orbit 

Square 
Orbit 

Reserved       

Motion 
Effect - Post 
position 

64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71-255       

No effect Elliptical Orbit Elliptical Orbit 
and Rotate 

Linear 
Scroll 

Linear Ping 
Pong 

Triangle 
Orbit 

Square 
Orbit 

Reserved       

69 8 bit Motion 
Angle 

0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     

70 8 bit X Scale 0-255 Scale must be non 0 on one or both axes for 
movement effects to function 

              

    Min to Max               

71 8 bit Y Scale 0-255 Scale must be non 0 on one or both axes for 
movement effects to function 

              

    Min to Max               

72 8 bit Dwell Time 0-255                     

    Min to Max                     

73 8 bit Phase 0-255                     

    0-360 degrees                     

74 8 bit Traverse 
Speed 

0 1-127 128-255 Traverse speed must be 
non 0 for movement 
effects to function 

            

    Stopped Forward speed Reverse speed             
              

Presets Group (not yet active) 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

75 8 bit Control 0-255                     

      Reserved                     

76 8 bit Select 0-255                     

      Reserved                     
             

 
 

  

Geometric Correction Group 

Channel 8/16 
Bit 

Function Values 

77 8 bit Control 0-255                     

      Reserved                     
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78 8 bit Top Left X 0-127 128 129-255                 

    Left Center Right                 

79 8 bit Top Left Y 0-127 128 129-255                 

    Top Center Bottom                 

80 8 bit Top Right X 0-127 128 129-255                 

    Right Center Left                 

81 8 bit Top Right Y 0-127 128 129-255                 

    Top Center Bottom                 

82 8 bit Bottom Left 
X 

0-127 128 129-255                 

    Left Center Right                 

83 8 bit Bottom Left 
Y 

0-127 128 129-255                 

    Bottom Center Top                 

84 8 bit Bottom 
Right X 

0-127 128 129-255                 

    Right Center Left                 

85 8 bit Bottom 
Right Y 

0-127 128 129-255                 

    Bottom Center Top                 



Gobo Guide 
Your laser projector has over 400 digital gobos already loaded, with more to come in future firmware 

updates. Here’s a quick guide to how they are organized: 

Page 1 – Circles Page 2 - Lines Page 3 – Dangerous Curves 

Gobo Gobo Name Gobo Gobo Name Gobo Gobo Name 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

circle 
RGB circle 
3 spine circle 
4 spine circle 
6 spine circle 
1 point in circle 
color 1 point in circle 
color 3 points in circle 
color 6 points in circle 
fading circle 
fading quadrant circle 
segmented circle 
segmented circle with 
spines 
2 cocentric circles 
color 2 circles 
3 cocentric circles 
RGB 3 cocentric circles 1 
RGB 3 cocentric circles 2 
RGB 3 cocentric circles 3 
3 circles 
RGB 3 circles 
traffic light 
4 circles 
color 4 circles 
Eclipse 
shrinking circles 
olympic rings 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

line 
Big line 
big line with accents 
2 spine line 
3 spine line 
5 spine line 
a big fan 
V 
color V 
spine V 
dense spine v 
broken V 
N 
Broken N 
3 lines 
3 spine lines 
120 degree lines 
RGB 120 degree lines 
power 3 
big + 
color big + 
X 
color X 
color X 2 
RGB X 
spine X 
XXX 
5 lines 
5 color lines 
lattice 
RGB lattice 
pick up sticks 
tic tac toe grid 
square wave 
ramp wave 
offset cross 
brackets 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

1 coil spiral 
2 coil spiral 
3 coil spiral 
4 coil spiral 
5 coil spiral 
3 broken arcs 
6 broken arcs 
simple arc 
parentheses 
sliced circle 
2 arcs 
concave square 
the downward spiral 
color downward spiral 
now in stereo 
color now in stereo 
squiggles 
color squiggles 
feeling a little wavy 
feelin pretty wavy 
feeling really wavy 
sproing 
color sproing 
light mess 
medium mess 
dense mess 
DNA 
fat swirl 
dangerous curves sign 
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Page 4 – Triangles Page 5 - Squares Page 6 – Other Polygons 

Gobo Gobo Name Gobo Gobo Name Gobo Gobo Name 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
 

9 
 

10 
 

11 
12 
13 
14 

 

triangle 
big triangle 
1 point in triangle 
concave triangle 
3 spine triangle 
6 spine triangle 
2 cocentric triangles 
color 2 cocentric 
triangles 
inverted 2 cocentric 
triangles 
color inverted 2 
cocentric triangles 
power triangle 
hourglass 
triforce 
RGB triforce 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

 

square 
4 spine square 
8 spine square 
fading quadrant square 
2 cocentric boxes 
color 2 cocentric boxes 
double diamond 
color double diamond 
squarepocalypse 
squareception 
square cascade 
3 squares 
2 not squares 
segmented square 
breakup square 
looking into the box 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

4 point star 
8 spine star 
5 point star 
10 spine star 
6 point star 
12 spine star 
7 point star 
14 spine star 
8 point star 
16 spine star 
9 point star 
18 spine star 
10 point star 
20 spine star 
pentagon 
5 spine pentagon 
hexagon 
6 spine hexagon 
septagon 
7 spine septagon 
octagon 
8 spine octagon 
nonagon 
9 spine nonagon 
decagon 
10 spine decagon 
nested hexagons 
nested hexagons 2 
hexagonal hallway 

 

Page 7 - Points Page 8 – Abstract Building 
Blocks 

Page 9 - Mixed 

Gobo Gobo Name Gobo Gobo Name Gobo Gobo Name 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

1 point 
3 point line 
4 point line 
5 point line 
6 point line 
7 point line 
8 point line 
9 point line 
10 point line 
16 point line 
point pentagon 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Shredder 
Hex C 
broken spiral 
color warp 
sickle circle 
shards 
shards 2 
shards 3 
shards 4 
spaghetti 
gradient spaghetti 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

IO 
Power 
IOI 
deathly hallows 
circle and square 1 
circle and square 2 
circle and square 3 
circle and square 4 
circle and square 5 
circle and triangles 1 
circle and triangles 2 
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12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

 
27 
28 

 
29 
30 
31 
32 

 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

 
43 

 
44 

 
45 

(Page 7 – Points 
continued) 
point hexagon 
point septagon 
point octagon 
point nonagon 
point decagon 
light point circle 
RGB light point circle 
medium point circle 
RGB medium point 
circle 
dense point circle 
RGB Dense point circle 
light point triangle 
RGB light point triangle 
medium point triangle 
RGB medium point 
triangle 
dense point triangle 
RGB Dense point 
triangle 
light point square 
RGB light point square 
medium point square 
RGB medium point 
square 
dense point square 
RGB dense point square 
light point array 
medium point array 
dense point array 
RGB dense point array 
light point burst 
medium point burst 
dense point burst 
light disordered point 
burst 
medium disordered 
point burst 
dense disordered point 
burst 
point cascade 

 
 
 

12 
13 
14 
15 

 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

 

(Page 8 – Abstract 
building blocks 
continued) 
big wave 
starting to unravel 
infinitely broken 
I don't know what to 
call this one 
feathers 
art 
abstract laundry pod 
crumpled triangle 
polar opposites 
bad hair 

 
 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

 
23 

 
24 

 
25 

 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 

(Page 9 – Mixed 
continued) 
circle and triangles 3 
Circle and a squiggle 
circle and squiggles 
bisected circle 
circle with two lines 
circle with three lines 
copper core 
ferrite core 
2 half circles 
wifi 
circle and 120 degree 
lines 
color circle and 120 
degree lines 
triangle and 120 
degree lines 
color triangle and 120 
degree lines 
DMX 
aperture 
throwing star 
spiral star 
cracked square 
jack 
stack of pennies 
peace 
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Page 10 – Alpha Page 11 – Mike Dunn Page 12 – Misc continued 

Gobo Gobo Name Gobo Gobo Name Gobo Gobo Name 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

ALPHA A 
ALPHA B 
ALPHA C 
ALPHA D 
ALPHA E 
ALPHA F 
ALPHA G 
ALPHA H 
ALPHA I 
ALPHA J 
ALPHA K 
ALPHA L 
ALPHA M 
ALPHA N 
ALPHA O 
ALPHA P 
ALPHA Q 
ALPHA R 
ALPHA S 
ALPHA T 
ALPHA U 
ALPHA V 
ALPHA W 
ALPHA X 
ALPHA Y 
ALPHA Z 
ALPHA # 
ALPHA @ 
ALPHA ! 
ALPHA % 
ALPHA & 
ALPHA JUMP 
ALPHA PARTY 
ALPHA LASERS 
ALPHA PROM 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
CONGRATUALTIONS 
ALPHA 2018 
ALPHA 2019 
ALPHA 2020 
ALPHA X-LASER 
ALPHA SPACE 

1-60 
 

Various awesome 
gobos designed by 
award winning Laser 
artist Mike Dunn 
 
www.firstlight-laser.com 

 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

Chevrons 
Arrow 
Ghost 
Invader 
animal trap 
cursor 
3D box 
notched wheel 
a maze ing 
icicle 
star of bethlehem 
shooting star 
the more you know 
puzzle piece 
cause ribbon 
Heart 
Spiderweb 
tetris1 
tetris2 
tetris3 
tetris4 
tetris5 
tetris6 
tetris7 
bright idea 
Quackers 
Penrose 
Long road ahead 

Page 12 – Misc 

Gobo Gobo Name 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

 

sunrise 
CASH 
circuit traces 
clock hour hand 
clock minute hand 
clock second hand 
lightning 
prism 
splat 
pac person 
star eyed 
adam can't draw 
laser warning 
Mr yuck 
fallout 
the eye 
red eye 
5 stars 
sunflower 
Remulak 

*Note that DMX values begin at 0, so a DMX value of 0 will select gobo 1 on a page, DMX1:Gobo2, etc 
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Prism Modes 
Your Mercury equipped laser comes with 12 digital prisms. You can also adjust the X and Y spacing on 

these prisms and rotate the segments for an even wider range of looks. 

DMX Channel Value Prism type Example 

0-3 None 

 
4-7 1x2 

 
8-11 1x3 

 
12-15 1x4 

 
16-19 1x5 

 
20-23 1x6 

 
24-27 3x triangular 

 
28-31 2x2 square 

 
32-35 5x pentagon 

 
36-39 6x hexagon 

 
40-43 2x3 

 
44-47 2x3 

 
48-51 2x2+1 
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Basic builder color presets 
For ease of operation there are many color presets built for use with the basic builder modes. Please 

note that these are presets for the color effects, to use these presets you still need to select RGB1 and 

RGB2 colors. 

Preset Description Preset Description 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

No color effect 
Basic color override 
hard linear pre 
hard linear 90 degrees pre 
medium linear pre 
medium linear 90 degrees pre 
soft linear pre 
soft linear 90 degrees pre 
hard linear post 
hard linear 90 degrees post 
medium linear post 
medium linear 90 degrees post 
soft linear post 
soft linear 90 degrees post 
angular pre 
angular post 
hard center radial pre 
medium center radial pre 
soft center radial pre 
hard center radial post 
medium center radial post 
soft center radial post 
hard corner radial 
medium corner radial 
soft corner radial 
hard edge radial 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

medium edge radial  
soft edge radial 
thin horizontal bands 
medium horizontal bands 
thick horizontal bands 
unbalanced horizontal bands 
thin vertical bands 
medium vertical bands 
thick vertical bands 
unbalanced vertical bands 
thin radial bands pre 
medium radial bands pre 
thick radial bands pre 
thin radial bands post 
medium radial bands post 
thick radial bands post 
Single radial band pre 
single radial band post 
horizontal linear rainbow 
45 degree linear rainbow 
vertical linear rainbow 
angular rainbow 
center radial rainbow pre 
center radial rainbow post 
corner radial rainbow 
edge radial rainbow 
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Basic builder motion presets 
For ease of operation there are many motion presets built for use with the basic builder modes. These 

motion effects all have a default size and speed, but you can override these defaults using the Motion 

Macro speed and size controls on channels 27 and 28. 

Preset Description Preset Description 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

No motion effect 
light sine wave (before prism) 
medium sine wave (before prism) 
dense sine wave (before prism) 
ultra light sine wave (after prism) 
light sine wave (after prism) 
medium sine wave (after prism) 
dense sine wave (after prism) 
light ramp wave (before prism) 
medium ramp wave (before prism) 
dense ramp wave (before prism) 
ultra light ramp wave (after prism) 
light ramp wave (after prism) 
medium ramp wave (after prism) 
dense ramp wave (after prism) 
light triangle wave (before prism) 
medium triangle wave (before prism) 
dense triangle wave (before prism) 
light triangle wave (after prism) 
medium triangle wave (after prism) 
dense triangle wave (after prism) 
moving wave 1 
moving wave 2 
moving wave 3 
moving wave 4 
moving wave 5 
moving wave 6 
moving wave 7 
moving wave 8 
moving wave 9 
moving wave 10 

31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

Radial sine wave (before prism) 
radial ramp wave (before prism) 
radial square wave (before prism) 
Radial sine wave (after prism) 
radial ramp wave (after prism) 
radial square wave (after prism) 
radial morph 1 
radial morph 2 
radial morph 3 
radial morph 4 
radial morph 5 
radial morph 6 
radial morph 7 
radial morph 8 
radial morph 9 
radial morph 10 
party mode 1 
party mode 2 
orbit 
orbit and rotate 
scroll left to right 
scroll right to left 
scroll 45 
scroll up 
scroll down 
ping pong vertical 
ping pong 45 
ping pong horizontal 
triangle orbit 
square orbit 

  



FB4 Control InformaAon 
The FB4 control interface provides for control via DMX, PC or by simply applying power 
to the fixture, depending on operaAon mode.  

* These opAons are only available when the relevant operaAon mode is selected 

Exit Menu 
SelecAng this opAon closes the menu and saves all sesngs to non-volaAle memory, so 
they will be recalled on power up. 

NOTE: Sesngs are only saved when the LCD screen turns off, either a]er Aming out or 
a]er selecAng “Exit Menu”.  A]er changing sesngs, always use “Exit Menu” to ensure 
that the sesngs are saved 

OperaAon Mode 
The FB4 can be controlled from Beyond or QuickShow via Ethernet, can play stored 
content via DMX, or can be operated in standalone “auto” mode or test mode.  This 
menu selects which operaAng mode will be used. 

• BEYOND/QS 

o This mode allows the laser projector to be controlled directly from 
Beyond or QuickShow via Ethernet.  This opAon gives the most control 
over the laser and the content that is projected, but requires the use of 
an external computer. 

• ILDA Input 

o This mode is not funcAonal on Skywriter HPX MF-20 projectors   

Root Menu

- Exit Menu

- OperaAon Mode

- ArtNET sesngs *

- DMX Sesngs *

- Auto Start setup *

- Master Sesngs

- Color Sesngs

- Scan Guard

- Network Setup

- FB4 Device Info
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• DMX-512 

o This mode allows pre-loaded content to be played back under the 
control of a DMX system. This operaAon can be different from project to 
project. For further details, consult with the X-Laser sales or technical 
representaAve for your project.  

• ArtNET 

o This mode is not funcAonal via FB4 on Skywriter HPX MF-20 systems 

• Auto Start 

o This mode allows pre-loaded content to be played back automaAcally 
a]er the projector powers on.  This mode is useful for staAc signage or 
indicaAon applicaAons. 

• Test Mode 

o This mode allows pre-loaded content to be projected for tesAng or 
alignment purposes.  It is not generally intended for any other usage. 
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BEYOND/QS 
A]er sesng the OperaAon Mode to “BEYOND/QS”, connect the laser projector to a 
computer via Ethernet.  ConnecAon can be made directly, or via a switch or router.  Note 
that some older computers may require a crossover cable when connected directly to 
the FB4 without a switch or router in between, but this is rare.   

NOTE: If you have mulAple computers running QuickShow or Beyond on the same 
network, any FB4 will come under the control of whichever computer happens to 
recognize it first.  If you must have mulAple laser control computers on the same 
network, they must be segregated by network topology or router configuraAon.  A good 
soluAon may be to install a second network interface in each control PC to which the 
laser projectors corresponding to that PC are connected, rather than connecAng the 
laser projectors directly to the main network. 

Once the so]ware has recognized and connected to the FB4, it should appear under 
“Laser Controller Hardware”.  You will also see a status indicator in the bo6om right 
corner of the window. At this point, the laser projector can be controlled from the 
so]ware in the usual way.  Refer to the QuickShow or Beyond documentaAon for more 
informaAon on usage and configuraAon. 
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TroubleshooAng 
Here are a few simple soluAons to common difficulAes to try out first to get you up and 
running quickly. If you are having any difficulty with your laser projector, please feel free 
to contact us online, any Ame, at support@x-laser.com 

Problem
SoluAons

Unit does not power on Check if power cable is secure in the wall outlet 
and unit power inlet.

Verify that the power cable is funcAonal by 
exchanging it with a new one, or tesAng the cable 
with another known-good device.

Check if the power switch is turned on and 
illuminated.  

Power switch is not illuminated Check if the fuse is intact, if not replace with a new 
5x20mm 250V 6.3A fast-acAng fuse 

Verify the funcAon of the AC circuit that powers the 
laser.

Replacement fuses conAnue to break
Contact X-Laser to return the unit for service.

No output. . .

. . . in FB4 Mode Check that the laser funcAons in Art-Net mode.  If 
not, refer to the "No output in any mode" 
troubleshooAng steps below.

Verify that the ethernet cable is properly 
connected at both the laser and at the FB4 
interface end.

Verify that the ethernet cable is funcAonal by 
exchanging it with a new one, or tesAng the cable 
with another known-good device.

Verify that your FB4 interface and/or so]ware is 
funcAoning properly--refer to the manufacturer(s) 
for proper troubleshooAng steps.  

If using FB4 with Beyond or QuickShow XL, verify 
that the LED on the FB4 is rapidly flashing red.  If 
not, check that the so]ware has detected the FB4 
and that your projecAon zones are routed to 
include the FB4 in quesAon.

. . . in Art-Net mode Verify that the system status screen shows that the 
unit is configured for Art-Net control, and the Art-
Net status is “Ready”.  

If Art-Net status indicates “Too Slow” . . . 
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Check the refresh rate sesngs on your control 
system.  By default, this system must receive an 
ArtDMX packet at least once every 2000ms to 
maintain output

Check the Art-Net system for intermi6ent failures 
or marginal condiAons that may be resulAng in 
DMX packet loss.

If Art-Net status indicates “Timeout!” . . .

Verify that your Art-Net cabling is properly 
connected and that the network signal is 
propagaAng to the laser's posiAon in the network.  
The Link/Act light on the etherStop port on the 
laser should illuminate green and flash amber on 
receiving any network traffic.

If your controller supports Art-Net discovery, verify 
that the laser is detected.  Otherwise, use an Art-
Net discovery tool to verify that the laser is 
detected.

Verify that the laser’s IP address and subnet mask 
are correct for your control network.

Verify that the laser’s Art-Net universe is configured 
to match the controller’s sesngs.  The laser will 
only recognize ArtDMX packets directed to the 
universe for which it is configured.

Verify that there is no network equipment (routers, 
filters, firewalls, etc) between the controller and 
the laser that may be blocking Art-Net signals.

Check the refresh rate sesngs on your control 
system.  By default, this system must receive an 
ArtDMX packet at least once every 100ms to 
maintain output

Check the network system for intermi6ent failures 
or marginal condiAons that may be resulAng in 
ArtDMX packet loss.

If Art-Net status indicates “Ready” . . .

Refer to the secAon above for troubleshooAng DMX 
mode.  All of the DMX sesngs and troubleshooAng 
steps apply to Art-Net as well.

. . . in all modes Check that the system status screen shows that the 
Laser Status is “Enabled”.  If any others status is 
shown, refer to the manual on the Mercury system 
and the etherStop interface for guidance.

Problem
SoluAons
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Check that the remote interlock circuit or remote 
interlock plug, if applicable, are properly connected 
to the laser and enabled.

Art-Net control is erraAc or intermi6ent Verify that only one Art-net controller is 
transmisng ArtDMX packets to the laser’s 
universe.  Refer to the troubleshooAng steps above 
for “No Output in Art-Net Mode”

Output is undersized, the wrong color, missing colors, or geometrically distorted . . .

. . . in Art-Net mode Test the unit in other control modes, if applicable.  
If the problems persist in all modes or you are 
unable to test them, refer to the troubleshooAng 
steps in the "in all modes" subsecAon below.

Verify that no geometric or color adjustments are 
being applied that would move output out of the 
projecAon field or make the intensity zero (For 
example, RGB values set to 0/0/0) via DMX.

Verify that the DMX profile in your control system is 
configured correctly and matches the DMX 
parameters of your laser.

Consult the user manual and Mercury Personality 
Guide and ensure that all required channels are set 
to proper values.

Refer to the "No output. . .in DMX mode" and 
"DMX control is erraAc or intermi6ent" 
troubleshooAng secAons above.  Many of the 
problems that can prevent output enArely or cause 
erraAc operaAon may also cause unexpectedly 
distorted output.

Test the unit in DMX and auto modes, if applicable.  
If the problems persist in all modes or you are 
unable to test them, refer to the troubleshooAng 
steps in the "in all modes" subsecAon below.

Power cycle the system, reset the system sesngs 
to defaults, and try again.

. . . in all modes Verify that size/color adjustments at the laser itself, 
if applicable, are set correctly.

Laser makes a ra6ling or "growling" sound that 
persists even when not outpusng.

This is usually a sign of a failing cooling fan.  If the 
sound does not stop within one minute of power 
on contact X-Laser to return the unit for service.

Problem
SoluAons
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Output of laser projector is heavily distorted and 
the laser makes a high pitched "squealing" noise 
when scanning

TURN OFF THE LASER IMMEDIATELY.  These are 
symptoms of a serious problem with the laser's 
scanning hardware and conAnuing to operate the 
laser for even a few minutes may cause permanent 
damage.  If using ILDA mode, refer to the ILDA 
mode troubleshooAng secAons and carefully check 
your ILDA so]ware sesngs and cables in parAcular 
before a6empAng to power the laser back on.  If 
these problems occur in DMX or auto modes, or 
conAnue to occur in ILDA mode, contact X-Laser to 
return the unit for service. 
 
Note that a faint high pitched whine is not unusual 
with complex content and is not a cause for 
concern as long as the output is not distorted.  This 
cauAon does not apply to stepper-based laser 
projectors which make more noise in normal 
operaAon and are not suscepAble to catastrophic 
failure.

Problem
SoluAons
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Repair and Return InformaAon 
Product RegistraAon 
Register Your Product: You must first register your X-Laser product at www.x-laser.net/
warranty.fwx to acAvate your warranty. Failure to do so may result in loss of warranty 
service. ALWAYS KEEP YOUR PRODUCT BOX FOR SAFE RETURN PACKAGING. 

Return Material AuthorizaAon (RMA) and Shipping 
PLEASE NOTE: All returns will incur a $50 bench fee which will be waived if a) the 
product is repaired under warranty, b) the client elects to repair an out of warranty unit, 
or c) the unit is beyond repair and is disposed of with the client’s authorizaAon. The 
bench fee covers an iniAal evaluaAon, basic internal cleaning and basic alignment and 
calibraAon.  

Please first contact X-Laser for an RMA number. Our support team will most likely spend 
a few minutes trying to diagnose the issue over the phone to find the fastest resoluAon 
for you. If the laser needs to be returned, you will be given an RMA number and a URL to 
complete the RMA process. All informaAon you will need to return your laser is noted on 
the RMA web site. Upon compleAon of the online RMA form, a PDF with shipping 
instrucAons will appear. 

Return shipping instrucAons will be located on the PDF form that pops up a]er you have 
completed and submi6ed the online RMA form. Follow shipping, packaging, and 
insurance instrucAons. X-Laser is not responsible for any shipping damages by shipper 
and/or poor client packaging. 

Shipping within ConAnental USA 
X-Laser pays return FedEx ground shipping to the customer for warranty and DOA repairs 
only. Out of warranty work shipping is paid by user in both direcAons. Faster shipping 
will incur an extra shipping fee. 

Shipping outside ConAnental USA 
X-Laser pays for FedEx return ground shipping to the customer or freight forwarder 
within conAnental USA for warranty or DOA repairs only. Out of warranty work shipping 
is paid by user in both direcAons. Shipping costs for parts, if approved by X-Laser, are 
paid by client. Faster shipping will incur an extra shipping fee. 

Out of Warranty Repairs 
X-Laser will evaluate the product and contact the user for repair authorizaAon. Payment 
must be remi6ed by credit card or PayPal prior to service. Costs for repair are based on 
product model. Products not authorized for repair will be returned at user's expense. 
Following first request for repair authorizaAon, a storage fee per month will be assessed. 
A]er sixty days product will be considered abandoned and disassembled. 

General NoAficaAon 
X-Laser at X-Laser's sole discreAon reserves the right to: 

• Change this policy without prior noAficaAon; 
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• Determine what is to be repaired and or replaced; 

• Determine warranty status or repair and evaluaAon charges; 

• Determine if a product has been misused, tampered, or damaged resulAng in 
repair charges; 

• Determine if user is to pay for return shipping; 

• Determine charges for general maintenance and laser realignment. 

Manufacturer’s Limited Warranty 
X-Laser warrants that this product will be free from defects of materials or workmanship 
for 12 months for the mechanical components of the laser system and 6 months for the 
laser diodes from the date of end-user purchase. This warranty will only apply to laser 
systems purchased from an authorized X-Laser dealer. This limited, non-transferable, 
warranty does not cover product abuse, exposure to the elements, accidental damage, 
shipping damage, improper usage, liquid or smoke damage (including fog juice), or units 
which have a broken factory seal, have been modified, rented, transferred to a third 
party, or are more than 12 months old. 

LimitaAon of Liability 
By using this product, the end user cerAfies that he/she is familiar with and agrees to 
pracAce all industry standard laser safety procedures and all such procedures contained 
herein. The purchaser of this product acknowledges that they have been advised that an 
FDA variance is required prior to use of any Class 3B or 4 laser system and the purchaser 
cerAfies that this product will only be operated by employees of the variance holder and 
in accordance with the terms of the variance. X-Laser specifically disclaims any liability 
arising from improper or unsafe usage of this product, usage without an acAve variance, 
or usage of this product in any manner other than intended. By using this product, the 
end user agrees to indemnify and hold harmless X-Laser LLC, its dealers and distributors, 
employees and staff, subsidiaries, and partners in any acAon arising from use of this 
product. Finally, the end user also agrees that prior to any use of this product, he/she 
shall have in effect a liability insurance policy with a sufficient per incident limit to cover 
any claims arising from the use of this product. Any purchaser who does not agree to 
these terms may return their unused X-Laser product within 7 days of purchase for a full 
and uncondiAonal refund. 

Return Policy 
We want you to love using your X-Laser. If you don’t love it, for whatever reason, please 
contact us so that we may help resolve whatever the issue may be. Factory sealed 
products may be returned to your dealer in accordance with their return policies. Used 
products may be returned for any reason within 14 days of purchase, assuming that they 
are in excellent condiAon, with a restocking fee of 15%. This fee is high in comparison to 
some other devices primarily because each returned unit has to be fully recondiAoned 
and cerAfied to be in compliance with FDA regulaAons before it can be resold to another 
client. This process is Ame consuming and costly, especially for just one unit at a Ame, 
and thus the restocking fee is required.  
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Sample Laser Operator Show Checklist 
It is highly recommended that laser operators use a per show checklist to ensure their 
system is set up safely and in accordance with any federal or local regulaAons. This 
sample checklist can be used or modified as needed. Some blank rows have been added 
for your convenience. This checklist was designed for US compliance, for other countries 
please consult local laws. For a copy of the template so you can place your own logo, 
please contact support@x-laser.com. 

Laser Operator Show Checklist
Operator Name: _____________________________      Show/Venue name: 
_______________________ 

Show date:

Laser projectors securely mounted

Lasers properly connected to control

Safe projecAon zone set in control

Physical beam blocks securely 
a6ached

All beams terminate safely

All beams maintain required safety 
clearances

Laser projectors respond to control 
inputs correctly

Operator has clear view of all beam 
paths and terminaAon points

Operator is trained and holds a current 
variance or is employed by a variance 

holderCopy of acAve variance on site

All laser emissions can be terminated 
by at least 2 methods

Laser warning sign(s) posted if 
required
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Sample Laser Signage 
Signage is not typically required, but is never a bad idea. Here’s a sample laser 
noAficaAon sign you can use, just fill out the power level of your laser. Be aware that this 
is not accurate for audience scanning shows. For a copy of the template to put your own 
logo on, contact support@x-laser.com. 
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Document History 

QuesAons? Feedback? 
If you have any quesAons about any of the content of this manual or the safe operaAon 
of your new laser projector or would like to give us some feedback on our products or 
documentaAon, please do not hesitate to contact your dealer or X-Laser directly. 

2018-04-30 IniAal Release

2018-08-21 Updated to reflect SW v0.1.17

2018-09-14 Corrected Master profile posiAon channel 
data

2020-08-05 Corrected DMX values in wave secAon and 
master secAon

2020-08-06 TOC update and XLERATE secAons added

2022-09-01 Updates made for FB4 inclusion
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